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Respondents Valeo North America, lnc. and Delmex de Juarez S. de R.L. de C.V.

(collectively, “Valeo”) filed a motion seeking to strike portions of the initial expert report of

William O. Kerr. Motion Docket No. 964-019. Complainant Trico Products Corporation

(“Trice”) opposed the motion.

William O. Kerr, Ph.D. is an economic expert for Trico, with respect to the economic

prong of the domestic industry requirement. Valeo argues that the initial expert report of Dr.

Kerr, which was served on February l, 2016, cites over 30 documents comprising more than

1,000 pages that were not produced by Trico during fact discovery in this investigation, but were

first produced on February 2, in a courtesy hardcopy of the report. It is argued that Trico has

provided no explanation for its delinquent production, except to say that it contained updated or

[ ] information. Mot. at 1. Valeo argues that it has been prejudiced because the late

production occurred after the depositions of Trico fact witnesses, including Trico’s corporate

witness on the economic prong issue. Id.

Valeo argues that late-produced documents and the portions of the Kerr report that rely

on them should be excluded. See, e.g., id. at 9-13 (discussion of relevant law). The specific



portions of the Kerr report at issue (including Exhibits thereto) are delineated on pages 13

through 17 of the pending motion. Valco’s motion places at issue a substantial number of the

Kerr report’s 45 paragraphs. See id. at 13-17 (identifying Kerr Rpt. 111]23-26, 28-30, 31 & nn3 8

39, 32-33 & n41, 37-39, 43-44; Exs. 1, 2, 4, 5); see alsio id. at 4-7 (discussion of certain

documents).

Valeo argues that it has declined Trico’s offers to depose Dr. Kerr because his expert

report contains a vast amount of previously undisclosed information, and he is not competent to

testify about the origin, accuracy or reliability of late-produced documents. Id. at 17.

In opposition to the pending motion, Trico argues that no grounds exist for striking any

portion of the Kerr report because the documents identified in Valeo’s motion “simply include

information produced by Trico during fact discovery and/or have no prejudicial effect on Valeo.”

Opp’n at 1, 16. Trico presents factual and legal arguments relevant to the documents at issue.

See id. at 3-26. Trico argues that Valeo’s refusal to depose Dr. Kerr underscores that Valeo’s

allegations of prejudice are unfounded, and that any prejudice could have been easily remedied.

See id. at 2, 16.

As an initial matter, it is found that the documents at issue are responsive to discovery

requests made by Valeo. Furthermore, there can be no dispute as to the relevancy of the

docmnents, inasmuch as they were relied upon by Trico’s expert in his initial report. In addition,

fact discovery in this investigation closed on January 22, 2016. Order No. 7 at 2 (Oct. 15, 2015).

Trico made no motion for leave to make a late document production. Thus, documents that were

produced after that date are potentially subject to exclusion, as is any evidence contained in

them. See, e.g, id.; Certain Encapsulated Integrated Circuit Devices and Products Containing

Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-501, Order No. 81 at 2 (July 1, 2004).
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Trico made no late or supplemental production of documents in the customary sense.

Rather, many if not all of the documents at issue were cited in the initial expert report of Dr. Kerr

(with unfamiliar production numbers or no production numbers), and provided concurrently in a

thumb drive. See Mot. at 2-5; Opp’n at 1-3.

Valeo’s motion addresses three categories of documents, each of which is discussed

below.

The first category, referred to as [ ] files, consists of a series of documents

reflecting Trico sales prior to the filing of the complaint in this investigation, i.e., [

]. See Mot. at 13-14; Kerr Rpt., Appendices. Trico argues that there has

been no prejudice to Valeo, and that there are no grounds for striking portions of the Kerr report.

It is argued that earlier versions of these documents were produced during discovery, the

information at issue was derived from other documents that were previously produced, and

Valeo had an opportunity to ask Trico Witnessesabout sales of alleged domestic industry

products. See Opp’n at 5-11. Yet, Valeo’s arguments are persuasive.

The [ ] files at issue were produced after the close of fact discovery. It is not

surprising that Valeo had no interest in deposing Dr. Kerr in an attempt to find out the origin of

the documents, and why Trico waited to produce them to Valeo. Now, faced with the pending

motion Trico has not explained the untimely production of materials that were in Trico’s control,

and which were most relevant to the domestic industry issued Domestic industry is an issue as

to which Trico bears the burden of proof.

I The Commission practice is usually to assess the facts relating to the economic prong at the
time that the complaint was filed. See Certain Coaxial Cable Connectors and Components
Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-560, Comm’n Op. at 39 n.17 (Apr. 14,
2010)(citing Bally/Midway Mfg. Co. v. U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 714 F.2d 1117, 1121 (Fed.
Cir. 1983)); but see Certain Video Game Systems and Controllers, Inv. No. 337-TA-743,
Comm’n Op., at 5-6 (Jan. 20, 2012) (“[I]n appropriate situations based on the specific facts and
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Although Valeo might have been able to derive much of the more recent data contained

in the [ ] files from the Trico D1 Sales Volumes Report} which was produced during

discovery, it is telling that Trico’s own expert chose to rely on the documents at issue. If Trico’s

arguments were accepted, and the documents produced in a timely manner were deemed

adequate for Valeo, then such documents should have been adequate for Trico.

Accordingly, the [ ] files at issue are excluded, as are any portions of the Kerr

report that rely exclusively upon them.

The second category addressed in Valeo’s motion, referred to as the [ ] files, is a

series of documents that include bills of materials for Trico wiper blades, along with component

cost information. Valeo argues that while much of the information contained in these doctunents

may have been produced previously in discovery, it cannot determine the extent to which that is

true, and that even Dr. Kerr in his report states that the files include [ ] versions of

earlier data. See Mot. at 15; Kerr Rpt. at l2 & n.41.

Trico argues that Valeo should have deposed Dr. Kerr to ask “legitimate questions about

these materials.” Opp’n at 14. Yet, Trico does not explain the [ ] that were made to

earlier data. In opposing the pending motion to strike, Trico had the opportunity to explain these

documents, and to address the question of data that may have been [ ] since documents

were produced in discovery.

Accordingly, the [ ] files at issue are excluded, as are any portions of the Kerr

report that rely exclusively upon them.

circumstances of an investigation, the Commission may consider activities and investments
beyond the filing of the complaint”).

2An examination of the parties’ briefing indicates that the Trico DI Sales Volumes Report
produced to Valeo may not contain all of the information found in the disputed [ ] files,
especially with respect to the sales immediately preceding the complaint. Opp’n at 4, 6-7; Mot.
at l3-l4. c
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The third category of documents at issue covers a wide range of materials as to which

' -- little, if any, detail is provided. See Mot. at.16; Opp’n at 14‘-16. Theadministrative lawsjudge

‘ has not found an adequate basis upon which to grant this portion of the pending motion. ’

. Accordingly, Motion No. 964—019is granted in part. By April 5, 2016, Trico shall

‘ prepare a new version of Dr. Kerr’s report that conforms to the rulings contained in this order.
' . . 1

’Any subisequentireport or witness. statement prepared on behalf of Trico must also conform to the

rulings hereini '

So ordered.

r

VDavid P. Shaw A ”_
Administrative Law Judge

,.

Issued: March 31.,2016 k
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